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1. Introduction 
In a previous paper (STEYN, 1956) the author studied a family of 
univariable discrete distributions of which the trinomial and univariable 
multinomial distributions are special cases. A simple example is the 
following. Consider an infinite population, each item of which belongs 
to one of k+ 1 classes: 0, 1, 2, ... , k. 
The items of class i will cause an event E to occur i times. Clearly, 
the probability f(x) for the event E to occur x times when n independent 
trials are made from such a population will be given by the coefficient 
of tx in 
(1) 
where Pi is the probability for obtaining a member from the class i and 
1c 
:L Pi = 1. Similarly, the univariable negative multinomial distribution, 
i~o 
which is obtained when the trials are stopped on obtaining the mth failure 
(i.e. a trial in which no E occurs) is generated by the coefficient of tx in 
(2) 
The moments of the univariate multinomial distribution and the 
negative multinomial distribution generated by (1) and (2) respectively 
were given in the paper mentioned above. 
In the present paper certain approximations of these interesting 
distributions are studied for cases of one and more variables for finite 
and infinite populations. For the normal approximations of the distribu-
tions obtained for multiple events it is shown how the quadratic forms, 
which then follow x2 distributions, are obtained in a form similar to that 
derived by STEYN (1955) for the ordinary multinomial and negative 
multinomial distributions. Simple transformations are then derived to 
give new variables with first and second order moments equal to that 
of the corresponding ordinary multinomial and negative multinomial 
1) This research was partly made possible by a research grant from the South 
African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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distributions. Further, the problem of approximations for multiple events 
in cases of finite populations is discussed and compared with the ordinary 
hypergeometric and negative hypergeometric distributions. Lastly, dis-
tributions which are associated with rare multiple events are compared 
with the well-known Poisson distribution. 
2. Transformations for x2 approximations 
(a) The multinomial case: 
It follows from (l) that on substituting t = e"' that the cumulant 
generating function log {G1(e"')} will yield cumulants which are all of 
the order n when n is large, so that the probability function will then 
in standard units approximate the normal distribution. Since 
(3) t-H'- E(x) = n .~ ipt and O'x2 = n { * i2pt- ( * ipt) 2 } 
it follows that, for n large, 
(4) where 
C is a constant. 
The equation ( 4) shows that 
2 - (X - n * ipt r 
'f) - [ k ( k )2] 
n f i2pt - f ipt 
is asymptotically distributed as x2 with one degree of freedom. 
It is now easily shown by elementary algebra that: 
Substituting now 
k 
.2 ipi 
z = -;-- x and zo = n - z, 
.2 i 2pi 
1 
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we have, 
so that, 
2 { z - E ( z)} 2 _,__{ z-'-o ..,-,..,...E..:,.( z...:..:.o )"--}2 
'f)- +-
- E(z) E(zo) 
(5) (z- np)2 (zo- nq)2 
= + ..;..___--=.;c..... 
np nq ' 
Now, remembering that for the ordinary binomial nCxpxqn-x, with 
parameter p, where x represents the number of successes in n trials, 
(x-np)2 (x0 -nq)2 (xo=n-x and q= 1-p), that + is for large n approxi-
np nq 
mately distributed as x2 with l degree of freedom, the similarity for 
}} . 
large n between z = L; ~;i x, in the case of multiple events, and a 
1 ~Pi (2,k · )2 
binomial variable with parameters n and p = L~ ~;i is clearly seen. 
Clearly, z need not be an integer. 1 ~Pi 
!kip· Also, z = L; .2 ~ x has for any value of n, the same mean and variance 
1 ~Pi 
as the binomial distribution with parameters n and p. This follows from 
( k )2 2. ipi 
E(z) = n ~ = np 
2. i2pi 
1 
and 
Further, consider the case of two events; an event E which occurs 
either 0 or l or 2 ... or k times in each trial and an event F which can 
occur either 0 or l or 2 ... or h times in each trial. If further E and F are 
mutually exclusive, the probability generating function of the probability 
f(x, y) for obtaining a total of x times for E and y times for F is given 
by the coefficient of txuy in: 
(6) 
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where Pi is the probability forE to occur i times in each trial i = 1, 2, ... , k, 
and pp>, the probability for F to occur j times, j = 1, 2, ... , h, in each 
trial and Po= 1- !~Pi-!~ pp>. 
From (6), by putting t=e"' and u=eP and taking logarithms, it follows 
that all cumulants are certainly of the first degree in n, and in particular: 
k h 
#lo' = E(x) = n ! ipi, p01' = E(y) = n ! jpp> 
i=1 i=1 
az2 = E(x-p10')2 = n { * i 2pt- ( * ipi)2} 
ay2 = E(y-p01')2 = n { ~ j2p/ll- ( ~ jp/l>Y} and (7) 
eaxay = E(x-p1o') (y-p01') =- n ( * ipi) ( ~ jpp>). 
In standard units all cumulants higher than the 2nd order will tend 
to zero as n tends to infinity, so that f(x, y) may be approximated by a 
bivariate normal distribution. For large n therefore, 
f(x, y) ·. C.exp { -!Q(x, y)}, 
where C is a constant and 
Q(x, y) = _1_ { (x- #10')2 _ 2e(x- p10') (y- p01') + (y- p01')2}. 
l-e2 az2 axay ay2 
It is well-known that Q(x, y), the quadratic exponent in the bi-variate 
normal distribution is distributed like x2 with two degrees of freedom. 
Using the moments as given in (7) above it follows after some algebraical 
operations and substitution of 
! ip, 
k ! ip, 
1 z=-k--x, 
! i 2pt 
1 
( k )2 
E(z) = n ~ = np (say) 
! i2pi 
1 
that 
) 
(z-E(z))2 (w-E(w))2 (n-z-w-E(n-z-w))2 
Q(x, y) = E(z) + E(w) + E(n-z-w) 
= (z-np)2 + (w-np<ll)2 + (n-z-w-n(1-p-p<ll))2 
np np<ll n(l-p-p<ll) · 
(8) 
The resemblance of (8) with x2 obtained for the case of ordinary multi-
nomial sampling is clear (see STEYN (1955)). 
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Now, consider the case of r events E 1, E2, ... , Er which occur only 
separately. If E(l) may occurs times, with probability p8 <ll (s=1, ... , hz; 
l= 1, ... , r), while po is the probability that none of the E1, E2, ... , Er 
occur, then the transformations 
(9) 
will have the result that, 
(10) 
and 
(11) 
h; 
.L jpj(i) 
i=l 
Zi = h; Xi, 
.L j2pj(i) 
i=l 
r 
p(O) = 1 - L p(i), 
i-1 
r 
zo=n-_Lzi 
i=l 
is for large n approximately distributed as x2 with r degrees of freedom. 
The proof follows exactly as in the case of two events by considering 
the probability function f(xb x 2, ••• , Xr) generated by the coefficient of 
h Xl t2x2 ... trxr in 
(12) (Po+ J1 p<Il hi+ i% p/2) t2i + ... + i~ p/r) tri) n. 
It is easily shown that the variables Zi have the same first and second 
order moments as a multinomial distribution with parameters n and p<il, 
i= 1, 2, ... , r. 
(b) The negative multinomial case: 
It follows from (2) after substituting t=e"' that the cumulant generating 
function log {G2(e"')} will yield cumulants which are all of the order m 
when m is large. The probability function generated by (2) will, therefore, 
when m is large, approximate the normal distribution: 
Again, using (see STEYN 1956, equation 17): 
(13) fll 1 - E(x) = m i~ ipi(Po and ax2 = m L~ i2pi(Po + c~ ipi(Po Y} 
it follows that for large m 
. ~ 1 (x-m~iPi/PoY ~ 
f(x)--:- C. exp?- 2m [ ~ i2pi(Po + ( ~ ipi(Po YJ ~' where 
C is a constant. 
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It thus follows after making the substitution 
that 
(14} 
! ipt ( 1c )2 
so that E(z) = m 1 Tc , 
m { * i2pi/Po + ( t ip£/Po)2 } 
(z-m~)2 1-:n; 
:n; 
m--1-:n; 
Po! i 2Pt 
1 
(z-E(z))2 
E(z) 
(m+z-E(m+z))2 
E(m+z) 
is, for large m approximately distributed like x2 with one degree of 
freedom. 
... 
Again, the transformed variate z has for any value of m the same 
mean and variance as the negative binomial (or Pascal) probability 
function with parameters m and :n;. Using (13} this follows from 
1c ( 1c )2 ! ipi ! ipi 
E( ) 1-1 E( ) m 1 :n; z =-i-- x =- Tc =m-1-, ! i2pi Po ! i2pi - :n; 
i=1 1 
and 
which when compared with (13} for k= 1 gives the required result. 
The case of two or more variables follows similarly. If for the r events 
described in section 2(a) above, the trials are stopped on obtaining the 
mth failure (i.e. none of the E1, E2, ... , Er occur) then using the same 
definitions as before, it follows from the probability generating function, 
(15} ( h, 11o h,. )-m pom 1 - i~ p/1) hi - i~ P1(2) t~ - ... - i~ Pi<r> tri 
that 
p8 = E(x8 ) = m ~ jp/s>jp0, a~.= m { -~ j2p/s>jp0 + (.~ jp/s>jp0) 2} 
i~1 1-1 1=1 
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and 
Next, the transformations (9) applied to the quadratic form 
U2 = (x-p,)' V-l(x-p,), 
where in the usual notation V is the matrix of the above variances and 
covariances and (x-p,)' the row vector (xl-P,l. ... , Xr-J-tr), will yield 
(16) 
or 
(17) 
where 
E(m+ izt) 
i-1 
U2 - r (zt- mn<t> fn<0>)2 - ( m + ~ Zt- mfn<O>) 2 
- .~ mn<t> fn<O> mfn<O> ' 
:rt;(i) 1 ( ~ jp/i) Y r 
n<O> = po ~ for i = 1, ... , r and n<O> = 1- t n<•>. 
~ j2pj(t) 
1 
Now, U2 is for large m, approximately distributed as x2 with r degrees 
of freedom. The expression (17) may be compared with the result obtained 
by STEYN (1955, page 595), for ordinary negative multinomial sampling. 
(c) The case of finite populations: 
(i) The factorial multinomial case. 
Consider a finite population of size N of which N Pt items will cause 
an event E to occur i times, i=O, 1, ... , k. For sampling without replace-
ment from such a population it was shown by STEYN (1956, p. 194) that 
the probability f(x) for having a total of x successes in n trials is given 
by the sum of those terms for which ~~ irt = x in the factorial power 
expansion of 
1 ( k )!n _ 1 n! (Npo)l<n-r) k (Npt)lr, 
Nln ~ Npt - Nln ~ (n-r)! [I rt! ' 
<£eel f"It .,., t',t 1.-l 
k 
where ~ rt = r. The mean of this distribution is the same as that given 
i~l 
in (3) while the variance differs from the variance given in (3) only by 
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a constant factor (N -n)(N -1)-1. It, therefore, follows as in (5), that 
for large values of the parameters N and n, 
(18) N -1 { (z-np)2 (zo-nq)2} r;2 = N- n np + nq ' 
where z, Zo and pare defined as in (5), is approximately distributed as x2 
with one degree of freedom. 
Comparing this with the expression for x2 in the ordinary case of a 
hypergeometric or factorial binomial distribution (see STEYN 1955, 
~k • 
p. 595) the similarity between the variable z = r ~;' x, for large values 
1 ~ P« 
of N and n, and a hypergeometric variable is clearly seen. Also, the 
mean and variance of z is the same as that of a hypergeometric distribution 
(or factorial binomial) with parameters N, n and 
and 
Similarly, for the finite populations corresponding to the multinomial 
cases for more than one event (or variables}, where the Pi<«> is the fraction 
of the items of class i in the ith subpopulation (i.e. causing event E, to 
happen i times}, it may easily be verified that the means for the finite 
populations are the same as those already obtained for the corresponding 
infinite populations while the variances and product moments (cor-
responding to (7)) will differ only by a factor (N -n)(N -1)-1, which 
shows that the expression (10) must then be multiplied by the factor 
(N -1)/(N -n). 
(ii) The Negative Factorial Multinomial case. 
When sampling without replacement from the finite population men-
tioned above is stopped on obtaining the mth failure the cases cor-
responding to 2(b) above will differ in only two aspects. This can best 
be seen by writing down the mean and variance for the negative factorial 
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multinomial distribution corresponding to the expression (2) and which 
is given in the previous mentioned paper (STEYN I956, p. I95 - using m 
instead of m + I) as: 
k 
ftl' = m 2 iNptf(Npo+ I) 
i=1 
.and 
(Np0 -m-I) {( k )2 k } 
ax2 = (N 2) m .2 iNptf(Npo+ I) +.2 i 2Nptf(Npo+ I) . Po+ •=1 •=1 
Comparing these moments with those in (I3) it is seen that Pt/Po is now 
replaced by Nptf(Npo+ I) and a factor (Npo-m-I)f(Npo+2) further 
.appears, so that from (I4) it follows that: 
(Npo+2) { (z-E(z))2 _ (m+z-E(m+z))2} 
(Npo-m-I) E(z) E(m+z) ' 
where 
I ipt N ( I ipt)2 
z = i=..!...._ x and E(z) = m ....:.•:...·=,.=1-~ ~ •2 Npo+I ~ .2 k 1 ~ k 1 ~ 
i=l i=l 
is, for large values of N and m, distributed as z2 with one degree of freedom. 
Also, this transformed variate z has the same mean and variance as the 
negative factorial binomial (or inverse hypergeometric) distribution with 
parameters N, m and n where 
Nn 
N(I-n)+I (Npo+ I) ( t i2Npt). 
Also, for the case of finite populations the expression corresponding to 
{I6) will now be: 
{I9) 
where the z1 is defined in (9) and 
This quadratic form is for large N and m approximately distributed like 
z2 with r degrees of freedom. 
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3. Limiting Forms for Rare Multiple Events 
When substituting po = 1- !~ Pt in the generating function (1}, it 
follows that 
such that, when n is large but Pt of 0(1/n}, i= 1, 2, ... , k, G1(t) may be 
approximated by 
(20) 
For k=2, the probability function given by the coefficient of tx in (20} 
will clearly be: 
{ (h x (hx-2 02 o1x-4 022 } 
e-<B,+O,l Xf + (x-2)! 1! + (x-4)! 2T + ··· · 
By putting t= e"' in (20) and taking the logarithms, the first three cumulants 
follow immediately as: 
k k 
(21) k1 = #1' =! i(h, k2 = a2 = 2 i201, 
1 1 
and ks = #3 (the central third moment) = !~ i301• Further, all higher 
cumulants are of the same order as the (){'s. 
Thus, for large values of the 0/s, when using standard units, 
is approximately normally distributed, so that, using 
(22) 
f iOt z-,P ( f i0,)2 
z = +---:- x, it follows that Y, where A = ---;:i--
2~ 2~ 
1 1 
is distributed as z2 with one degree of freedom. 
It is easily seen from (21} that, 
and 
k 
2ifh 
E(z) = -:- E(x) = A, (A. > 0) 
2 i2(}.g 
1 
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This x2-approximation as well as the first two moments of the distribution 
of z = ~ ~~()i x show that it is worthwhile to investigate the correspondence 
kl ~ i 
between the distribution of z and a Poisson distribution with parameter 
(Z::=l i()i)2 A. = Zk .2() • Clearly, from (21), the central third moment of z is i=l ~ ~ 
= A. {1 + 8}, where 
The numerator of 8 is equal to 
z (ij3 + i3j- 2i2j2) ()i()j = z ij(j- i)2 ()t()i· 
'<i J<i 
The central third moment of z, therefore, differs from that of a Poisson 
distribution with parameter A. by the factor (1 + 8). 
It is clear that 8 > 0 and that the numerator will contain each fh only 
in the first power, so that when any one of the ()£'sis large, then 8 will 
be small. Next, if for i= 1, 2, ... , k we have N .:;;,()i.:;;,M, then 
8 < -;: {[!k (k + 1)J3- [ik (k + 1)(2k + 1)J2}f[ik (k+ 1)(2k+ 1)J2, 
so that for, 
(i) k= 1, 8=0 (as expected), 
(ii) k=2, 8.:;;,M2fN2·2/25, 
(iii) k=3, 8.:;;,M2fN2·10/98, 
(iv) when k-+ oo, 8.:;;,M2fN2·1/8, the upper limit for any k. 
This shows, that if the ()t's do not vary considerably, the Poisson 
approximation will give a fair approximation also for the third moment. 
There is another way of approximating the probability function 
generated by (20) in terms of the Poisson distribution when the ()t's are 
large. From (20) follows for t= 1 +x the factorial moment generating 
function 
~k-(J k ~k iO(J • 
kl ~ i II ki=• • iiX 
e · e , 
'=• 
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so that p' Cr), the rth factorial moment of the probability function generated 
by (20) is given by 
( k )' r(r -I) ( k )r-2 ( k ) p'<r> = t iOt + 21 t iOt t i(i-I)Ot 
+ terms of degree r- 3 and lower in the 0/s. 
~ r(r-I) Ii(i-I)O ~ ~ ( t •e.)' r 2 ( f•e· )' . + .. r· ( * i9, )' when 
Thus p' (r) tends to the factorial moment of a Poisson distribution with 
parameter z~ iO,. Again, z = ~} ~:0£ x, will then for large values of k1 ~ t 
the Ot'S approximately have the moments of a Poisson distribution with 
<!~ i0t)2 parameter A. = zk .20 • 
1 ~ £ 
The further extensions to more variables of the limiting forms for 
rare multiple events are straightforward. For example, the expression 
(I 0) will become: 
Also, the limiting cases for negative multinomials need no further in-
vestigations as they are clearly the same as those for the positive multi-
nomials. To see this we note that the expression for the generating function 
(2) when m is large, but Pt of O(I/m), i=I, 2, ... , k, approximates: 
( 1r. )m( 1r. )-m "j}O I"Ot' Lim I - z pc I - z p,ti = e- 1 1 • e 1 1 , where 01 = mp.,_, 
m-+co 1 1 
which is the same as (20). 
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